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Episode Summary 
 
This episode is the continuation and last piece of our conversation on potential secondary 
usage of electronic monitoring data. The 2-part episode explores the second major topic of our 
broader program on Electronic Monitoring & Reporting: namely, the potential for secondary 
data usage (both planned and unplanned) beyond simply the fisheries management and 
enforcement objectives that inspired the installation of the gear. This piece explores all other 
private uses of the data. Speakers will dive into data sharing agreements negotiation and 
policies and presenting their haves & have nots. They also present some beneficial secondary 
uses of the data exploited by fishermen themselves.  
 

Learning Outcomes 
 
This episode intends to discuss ethics & best policy practices when negotiating a data sharing 
agreement, and present how fishermen may take advantage of EM programs.  
 

Transcription available 
 
Please see the full transcript at the end of this document. Transcript was provided by Rev.com.  
 

Content 

Part 1: Recap 

00:04- 02:53 

Part 2: Potential beneficial usage of EM data 

03:09-08:41 
 
Speakers:  

• Melissa Sanderson, Chief Operating Officer at Cape Cod Commercial Fishermen's 
Alliance 

• Amanda Barney, CEO of Teem Fish Monitoring 

• Keith Porcaro, Director of the Digital Governance Design Studio at Duke Law 

Part 3: Restructuring data streams: Data sharing agreements in the fisheries world 

09:36-31:49 
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Speakers:  

• Keith Porcaro, Director of the Digital Governance Design Studio at Duke Law 

• Melissa Sanderson, Chief Operating Officer at Cape Cod Commercial Fishermen's 
Alliance 

 

Relevant Terms  
 

• EM/R: Electronic Monitoring and Reporting 

• MSA/MSFCMA: Magnuson-Stevens fishery conservation and management act 

• NOAA: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

• NMFS: National Marine Fisheries Service 

• FOIA: Freedom of Information act 

• MMPA: Marine Mammals Protection act 

• OLE: Office of Law Enforcement 
 

Applicable laws 
 

• Magnuson-Stevens Act 

References 
 

• NMFS report 

• NOAA podcast: Monitoring today for a sustainable tomorrow 
o Monitoring Today for a Sustainable Tomorrow: Podcast #1 | NOAA Fisheries 
o Monitoring Today for a Sustainable Tomorrow: Podcast #2 | NOAA Fisheries 
o Monitoring Today for a Sustainable Tomorrow: Podcast #3 | NOAA Fisheries 

 

Questions? 
 
Questions, comments, and inquiries are welcome at fishingfordatapodcast@gmail.com  
 
Future episodes will be posted at https://law.duke.edu/dclt/em 

 
  

https://www.pcouncil.org/documents/2021/02/supplemental-nmfs-report-6-em-records-qa.pdf/
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https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/podcast/monitoring-today-sustainable-tomorrow-podcast-2
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/podcast/monitoring-today-sustainable-tomorrow-podcast-3
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Transcript 
 

Part 1: Recap 

Libba Rollins (00:04): 

Hi, I am Libba and welcome to the Fishing for Data podcast series. This podcast is produced by the Duke 
University Center on Law & Technology in cooperation with, and the support of the Net Gains Alliance, a 
global initiative in support of sustainable management of ocean resources through data modernization, 
an EM for fish, a digital hub for fisheries data and tech. 

Kyle Medlin (00:25): 

This episode is part two of our second episode in the series where we explore potential secondary uses 
of EM data. Last week, we discussed whether, and to what extent EM data can be used by NOAA and by 
other government agencies to accomplish various other objectives, both within and beyond fisheries' 
management. In the second part of the episode, we will be exploring some potential beneficial 
secondary uses of EM data. And to help us learn the ins and outs of secondary usage of EM data, we will 
be returning to speak more with digital data governance expert, Keith Porcaro, Teem Fish CEO, Amanda 
Barney, and COO of the Cape Cod Commercial Fishermen's Alliance, Melissa Sanderson. 

Ines Nnoko (01:01): 

This program is intended to be educational in nature, and as such, we do not intend that the information 
we discuss be taken as legal advice. If you would like to determine your or your fisheries liability or plan 
your own response to these issues, we recommend that you seek legal representation to assist you with 
your specific situation. That said, we are welcoming questions on this topic until June 15th at 
fishingfordatapodcast@gmail.com. On Friday, June 18th, we will host a live reaction and Q&A with 
speakers from the show and we may answer your questions. More information about the Q&A live 
session will be released soon on www.netgainsalliance.org. 

Libba Rollins (01:54): 

I am Libba Rollins. 

Ines Nnoko (01:55): 

I am Ines Nnoko. 

Kyle Medlin (01:56): 

And I am Kyle Medlin. And we will be your hosts here on the Fishing for Data podcast. 

Libba Rollins (02:05): 

Welcome back to Fishing for Data. In case you missed it, last week was part one of our episode on 
secondary uses of EM data. We looked into environmental and not environmental secondary data usage 
by NOAA and other federal agencies. We characterize these uses as being somewhere between neutral 
and adverse to fishermen's interests. If you missed that episode or the first episode in our series, be sure 
to go back and check it out. This week's episode, we will examine secondary uses of EM video data that 
are considered beneficial to fishermen. 

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=Vlof4PeqATmA8LcWZ1RKjs1cEomn9DIZJUTlWTHSNOsjd6Is06nvmtHVzf9N9H0mzhwSdsBGLNlcfl-R26Qan-EMmPg&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=4.08
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=wH1wMrj-O_2XCLKRMvV65xYq8SYi8IzNWN-NykiinnjYtmLha3ZxuBUrHv3ponvhArBV1LQNRAe31AKYMlvS115dZ4U&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=25.06
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=yMrIdk7rwWmoa9mPFUgTljeLQfvRMHtelNuWj8w_5APw6mGB-rAvlOjM57gxSCNpFHGkW9UGBQLAiuhH5BSafcff1pQ&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=61.56
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=-yblAzbbGnV8b4zwzHcnq0BPx0JaE265CLJjgN6sVVWtbCz3_YOHIsJ6ml_aeVrTlApVzM4JAdHvMFRqYgXyTWRfzFU&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=114.15
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=7dFfbt4516GYBAdQTKoQ367iaQrwYlCaevlWTLUgpA2f9PYYv9qjhncBFW9BgRjrApzj7kDK2U-o03dd8YmWpd2Pz8A&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=115.55
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=sFwMV7Pn9GpZygzWFDjgLc-cJ7y8lvuFLcyfV8c8DuPQAkBopox7QVHTNBifqJXXrDIGNr57LIk2J3Zp_xUs_Cs-ZG0&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=116.82
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=TS-og6jnbiR6epaywM8EIhSCgVOwkN8kLCsCKncLwhUks8RGjCJLF5JthJW57565ULanhimc7rtk9APXAYJWYJ8_QBw&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=125.44
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Ines Nnoko (02:38): 

Thinking about beneficial secondary uses of EM video data for fishermen, or as it turns out really any 
fisheries ready data also requires the conversation about data governance and data ownership. 

Libba Rollins (02:53): 

Yeah, what started out as a conversation about, oh, how can fishermen use EM data to meet their 
needs, transformed into a conversation about the governance of the larger fisheries data ecosystem and 
how it can be used to benefit fisherman's interests. 

 

Part 2: Potential beneficial usage of EM data 

Kyle Medlin (03:09): 

And to start us off, we spent some time talking with Melissa Sanderson and Amanda Barney, whom we 
have introduced in the first part of this episode, about what they've seen as far as beneficial secondary 
uses of EM video data for fishermen. One idea we've heard from both of them is using the EM video for 
marketing and traceability, which allows fishermen to fetch a higher price. Here's Melissa, and how 
fishermen can use the EM to their benefit in this way. 

Melissa Sanderson (03:32): 

Some would use it to help with their own marketing efforts, so if they have a direct-to-consumer permit 
where they can sell directly off their boat, they might put snippets of the video up on Facebook so that 
they can advertise their fish to the community and say, look, you can watch me catching the fish that 
you are going to have for dinner tonight. Right? 

Melissa Sanderson (04:18): 

The other use that some of the local guys here have used their video for, we have had a couple of 
instances where the fishermen requested it in order to dispute something that happened during a coast 
guard boarding. So, after the event happened, they got back to shore and the captain called up the EM 
service provider and said, "I need a copy of this because I need to call the coast guard and have a 
conversation." 

Kyle Medlin (04:45): 

Here's Amanda Barney on the same topic. Amanda will mention the MSC that stands for Marine 
Stewardship Council, an organization which certifies that a fishery is well-managed and sustainable. 

Amanda Barney (04:59): 

So, it can be used in helping people get different prices or sell to different markets or get a label to 
demonstrate sustainability so they can, again, might get them at a different price. So that's another way 
that industry may use electronic monitoring data. So, it could actually be that a data set, not identical to 
the federal one, might be generated because it's like, well, we have an MSC program, and our EM data is 
going to be part of what is being used to ensure our fishery is sustainable for this certification. 

Libba Rollins  (05:33): 

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=RIe_dVgz9sxxO_lu94FBnlSE900I3B7CyMD6aCJeLl0rpxj0WuDDiPYyuJLtF6Onqb0P5fbYr0vxBTBoPyPjhhIjtxQ&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=158.3
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=RCyYW9OEMjdBVS8qPFCU9MQTrgrj5_04Kqmo6_2h3L5v3dpbkKNaWnlgGRuqOPUzGv2xkP8nYsJaANDP_osnF9gvFzg&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=173.91
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=OBJWVaeX1_LKNNPyUDREGQSnCL5zfdy1tSVJiWQKtH0vV0q9NUQEqR30jhusxCcEvnLpaNCzsCn0DpvdF3RZTfJGDK4&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=189.04
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=9KieRrNrqsyIP3EEzH6uXXtD3hySGmwKyga-LIDko5L_5_au0bjX3edL8_ru-fDCkzHYgi40qmQXjhHUw5HaLRA274U&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=212.58
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=JuKUu78Zc1FgZnC2bpw5NpY45ZWi9bykGTqIH2hXtKFEqKxKuMTzAsMFKDIkTSoRPyhjE65DiW7diVe_v-m-pQNO-Qs&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=258.05
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=QBr37KHwJAWi4BB10r5zg2oSOXIWZMIakz1S_ZlwkSgiS-TmzdvrF9orFpiGDjsZ9pv5SPW-0ZJwDcZ3_19EjxbcmTA&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=285.02
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=2WyO2Fmf5Yzz3EXcGkt3yUYUBNTAxrM6ffGCJb2aW0kJ31Tx3dsTKWLc1wGZNzDAbHRZkzh9rvKQ6v-BOJse5wBeTs4&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=299.51
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=n-TGj_Y-JHpEoM0Jm1V0AESnvJAupKh77Grfa0cc2TIukm9HhomQzLwXPiPzUfQOtgBS4JX_MTUL7o4IsvjVx-Fxb2k&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=333.64
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Amanda also told us about how EM video and its associated data has been used for programmatic and 
management aspects that benefit fishermen. 

Amanda Barney (05:42): 

For some fisheries what we have done is we use metadata from many years of the program for creating 
maps or for creating data visualizations that are used in conversations around Marine spatial planning. 
So that is one secondary use that we have done for industry. One of the things that we have been able 
to demonstrate with some of our sensor data is dispelling myths of bad practices. So, there has been 
several instances where electronic monitoring datasets, not necessarily just the video assets have been 
able to say, "Our sector's always accused of fishing over the line and these datasets have proven year 
after year, we're actually not fishing where we're not supposed to fish." And so, I do think that a 
secondary use of data is actually for some fisheries that use EM has been a slow reduction in some of 
the bad faith that can exist between fishing sectors or between fishermen and regulators, or actually 
help with public perception because they suddenly have datasets that demonstrate they're doing the 
right thing. 

Amanda Barney (07:03): 

And so that is more of a slow burn for data, but as most people who have worked in fisheries know, 
relationships between regulators and fishermen or between fishing sectors can be pretty polarized and 
pretty strained. And so suddenly, "anecdotal information" that the fishing industry may have been 
providing for years is suddenly data versus anecdotal information. And it can carry more weight in 
certain conversations. And so, we have found that the use of electronic monitoring datasets again, 
sometimes video assets as well, but sometimes it is just the general data set to turn again, "anecdotal 
information" from industry into an actual data set that is being used by regulators, has helped maybe 
reduce animosity a little bit on certain issues. Let us not pretend that it's made fishermen and then the 
regulators best friends, but to have these fishermen be able to quantify some of the information they've 
been providing for years, we've seen it be useful in the general relationship, in general ongoing 
conversations. 

Libba Rollins (08:33): 

Lastly, Amanda brought up the ways that EM data could be used for purposes beyond verifying 
logbooks, that improve management goals. 

Amanda Barney (08:41): 

Certainly, there's ways that auditable, verifiable, accurate, trusted datasets can deliver more than what 
they were designed to deliver. So, we're comparing logbooks, but we really trust this data and so do the 
fishermen, so we're going to use some of this data and stock assessment. And then for fishermen, the 
secondary use, they also would love to see better stock assessments. So, if their EM data can be used to 
augment survey data that may be smaller like, oh, we only do surveys for part of the year-by-year 
logbook data, and this EM data from the whole year. So, the fishermen might also love that as a 
secondary use of the data because they actually feel as though there's a larger data set and a broader 
data set being used to do stock assessment. 

 

 

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=kPGFlAp9vL-uAujTts8qmqs89IiefC1p21zxxFGqliMUx3SCjlJsWPi9Wjb9bpxqHFdm-btV0rGlTyz8LprNSBSiBs0&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=342.32
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=CKm_5KDKFuSoaEod_67pAMDfvI0I6_MEgTmhmlJfJND0VXH3f2decTZkk09GyfsZma8zI0Lw6C8WKuS4AHzQNA2vxf4&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=423.75
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=1aKi18kwRb6YwMnD7XDRtt8_-YMmz41BbAIFI704I1LZSrZfz6bT3j0zn-tmMDhnzXBHUikgnR4A1LGj18v05b6_0zA&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=513.55
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=Yl-D-0M3uoYSCwArDSxEAu1xTeNldQethVtAyKpNodZknG7p1fyTw44BE6WmcP9TfZkGliQESo4uxyrcRe5FTRiIdaI&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=521.08
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Part 3: Restructuring data streams: Data sharing agreements in the fisheries world 

Ines Nnoko (09:36): 

These are just a few ways that data generated primarily for regulatory purposes and fisheries can be 
purposed for other beneficial uses for both management goals and the business interest of fishermen. 
And this goes for all fisheries related data, not just EM data. The transition from analog to digital in the 
fisheries spaces is what has really allowed the community to imagine new ways of using the data. 

Kyle Medlin (10:05): 

We have seen how as the data collection processes begin to modernize and digitize in fisheries, not only 
is the community able to collect more and more data, but they have the opportunity to think about 
restructuring those traditional data streams that have dominated the field for the last several decades. 
We spoke with Keith Porcaro, whom we introduced in the first part of this episode on the traditional 
data stream and fisheries and the opportunity for change. 

Keith Porcaro (10:29): 

I think right now, most of it is focused on the government. Well, it is either focused on the government 
or in large companies that have the resources to deploy data to understand and improve their own 
operations. But because a lot of this, a lot of the moves toward this, to increase data collection, has 
been for regulatory purposes. And so, the government has pushed a fair amount of it. In an analog 
system or into older enforcement systems they may have had to submit a report, then wait for that 
report to be verified and then they can use it as actionable data. Because data can be replicated again 
and again and again, there is the opportunity for fishermen to use digital data collected right away to 
improve what they do. 

Libba Rollins (11:17): 

The transition to digital data collection in fisheries and the arrival of more and more tech and service 
providers, challenges traditional notions of data ownership. 

Keith Porcaro (11:26): 

If I can make a million copies of it or independent infinite copies on it, it is hard to say, do I own all of 
these infinite copies, even if I pass them around? I think it is more comprehensible to think about data 
here as a relationship between a vessel and a provider and an EM provider. And so really when we are 
talking about ownership, we are actually talking about, and this gets back to the definition of 
governance, but it's like, who's void, whose agreement do you need in order to be able to do a thing 
with this data that we have. 

Kyle Medlin (11:58): 

As our conversation with Keith will reveal, data governance discussions within the fishery community 
are essential to developing beneficial uses of any sort of data on behalf of fishermen. Here is a little 
more on data governance. 

Keith Porcaro (12:10): 

There are two ways to think about data governance. One way is an old corporate way where data 
governance is literally the access rules governing who can access a particular database. And so, when, 

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=tFDGgEpJ0AQxWjoYI9NO9WI2xdyhfNQBOH13nHIl5OOsddTmEfpeENW4BVZhAT7JiXLnOijiH5P1LuHCY8vOZW9r8uw&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=576.07
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=Nt_S1uSICAiUruzZCERe0EeZeDJsOhpLbpXUUAjePdfwHPTkgCX2KIAgW_RHbIaYTyguU5SxYt_a3wS3FEuRyShcIc0&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=605.73
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=_yWGsF-uomQoAnGNsaBzXhr8zUHfSOeqbF2B1el6b_js2pouvQKjWiFuw65uKUQeahmo8lZYt26HtGifNrYNlddUchg&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=629.75
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=vrUwDd3ku1fD-kBqdPlV7gN1DxtYrAKcRvIi4XJi0fPnWifaWmCmzZIV9MK6L8gRUCMjmp4Za1ZDUguRDhw0_lLDJj4&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=677.23
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=kSsTRHVq06djrkiu_1y-bnMzdsRvDczDF9ANJpmPsyUvtZnBgUR2Y8rzVpBdbwN3hVBC5JKdel6vSIrq4bdykkZwzUM&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=686.12
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=1xWMoJu-G7PPfZEvIUsnI1MVoXNK2VQfzj9XxDEH4mfOGzB1J5cK-UPBV7tcKLfQ2gXm-oJRG6DKXBPMxaxYMWqON7M&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=718.58
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=dNDWqMcYLdM9lAeqct93hw6PoP-MArPAIyjs3l4UaIrTo-Xao1ClpK21ob4JZTI3tSvJL3pPM3Yf_HN2kQkjpQqwmwo&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=730.76
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especially in the corporate world or looking at old school corporate databases, that is what you see 
references to data governance mean. I think as data collection and data sharing, and data use have 
become easier to do and become more prevalent, the definition of what data governance is, has shifted 
a little bit. And so that second definition is really the processes and policies around making decisions 
about who can access data, who can collect data. And so, in the fisheries context, it is a little bit of both, 
there's the old school roots of data collection, which is collecting data for reporting and compliance 
purposes about the fisheries operations. 

Keith Porcaro (13:11): 

But as the potential uses for data and the volume of data that is being collected both increases, the 
definition of governance I think in the fisheries context is going to have to get a little bit more holistic 
too. So, I think when we are talking about data governance here, we are really talking about who gets to 
have a say in what happens to all of this data that's being generated and collected and processed and 
sent around. 

Libba Rollins (13:38): 

So, the transition from analog to digital data collection is creating or will create tons of new data 
streams, with those new data streams comes the potential for a myriad of secondary uses of the data 
generated by these systems. Some of them are potentially beneficial to fishermen and some not. Here is 
some from our interview with Keith. When we say secondary data use in a fisheries context, what does 
that mean for you? 

Keith Porcaro (14:02): 

Secondary data use means what it says on the box, which is a secondary use of data, any use of data 
besides the reason, the use that it was collected for. So, one example might be with electronic 
monitoring in fisheries, which is mostly video recording. If you used that data to then train an image 
recognition system to recognize fish and estimate their size, that would be a secondary use of data 
because that was not originally what it was collected for. 

Libba Rollins (14:38): 

In your experience, working with fishermen, have you heard of them mentioned any secondary uses of 
the raw in video that they are worried about? 

Keith Porcaro (14:48): 

You can think about it as uses that we are worried about versus uses that we are excited about, but I 
think there is a middle ground here, where the, especially with video, where the secondary uses of data 
can be used to create new services, like an image recognition service, is not in and of itself harmful or 
beneficial, but it is a service that people will pay for. And so, I think there are almost three parts to this, 
there is a part that is like it's being used in a way that harms fishermen interests, like using sensor data 
to infer where fishermen have actually gone. And so, people, they might be worried about people 
honing on them, where they are going to catch fish. There are beneficial uses where you could imagine 
EM data being used for supply chain verification, to prove that the fish that you are eating is in fact the 
fish that was caught on this boat on this date. 

Keith Porcaro (15:50): 

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=qcCvsGd4lwuEVbBjUJtLf4WUhbOLgOrqbVtYKJyANw42uKl74LwwskoUyh2kp8zrrHzMoN8GmCDM7yb5N5fXaLLZHTE&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=791.61
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=3QGOQZVAs68AYfiFpqjsB8bhXQI8QhoyRjfkzy_jxq8IJ8t9p5EujUSZQemFbr4QnJmYaAI_hMdgZifYlquVZutYp6E&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=818.58
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=1gSicNL-LZmmsk14UKs0oy72gsHTwqC3L3m55fBRP_rs_BJHZkSlzuz27FJyihCP1RqxLVesYqrolDelGoElMGnscsc&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=842.39
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=hHCR07NSs7TCdUH_R3bHF21ci_nwiUfJtkRYBWk2CalF_d2KjisNsiwUByr2riscYWcZW2xIY6yZ-qrz-m3rd7ZgOzE&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=878.74
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=zKiQ01OoIUJ1ZCFb46gx028wo5eqepVQcmamIaa5tbdfMoZDnFmZxf1aQKLV-BrWwibhu77Fq2REZOEiPXurTPENaSY&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=888.44
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/Edit?token=JSYewmVSLktuzDQJn_zK_BAAmvjFmC-3MydBAKNvQ-7KNq_QcxFy8GkngrfNeevDBaVc3n6x43NBk31qSCQ2zBhzFNA&loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=950.81
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And then there is this stuff in the middle where if an EM provider uses data, uses video data that they 
are contracted to collect by a fisherman and uses that to develop an image recognition service and then 
sells it to the fishermen, on the one hand, great, now the fishermen have access to a better service. On 
the other hand, they have used data that arguably belongs to the fishermen, they could not have built 
this without that contractual service and the fisherman is seeing no value from this, other than the value 
that the service provides. And so, to me, I think the interesting question becomes when we are 
collecting this data for regulatory purposes and there is an intermediary that is using it to develop a new 
commercial service that does not have any relationship to the regulatory issues, who owns the value of 
that service? Is it the fishermen who are putting cameras on boats? Is it the company that is recording 
the video? Is it whoever is developing the algorithm? Is it someone else? 

Keith Porcaro (16:58): 

It is playing out everywhere, I think. And not just in fisheries, you see it playing out in health and any 
field where you can analyze a bunch of data and make inferences about it and use that to deliver 
something that is new. 

Libba Rollins (17:14): 

Do you think there is some predictability to secondary uses of the data? Is it possible to anticipate 
everything and prevent it, say, with a data sharing agreement? 

Keith Porcaro (17:23): 

My observations of data sharing agreements in fisheries and ocean related data in general is that they 
do not do a good enough job contemplating secondary uses of a dataset. And on the one hand it is hard 
to do that, it's hard to predict which of those secondary uses are going to manifest, which of them are 
going to work out, which of them are to have any value. On the other hand, not mentioning it at all 
leaves it in a gray area. And I think that we are missing the opportunity to develop shared principles 
about how to treat these secondary uses of data like this. 

Ines Nnoko (18:10): 

Any tips for developing those shared principles? 

Keith Porcaro (18:13): 

Funnily enough, I am in the early stages of a paper that gets to some of this. I think in general, when 
people think about contracts for data sharing, they think about it as just one more box to check. We 
need some legal language, we need to go dig out an MOU and we will find it, we will sign it and then 
we'll be good. And I think that the stakeholders, the people actually using the data, sharing the data, 
need to spend a little bit more time imagining how this data could be used for good or ill. It is not really 
just a cost benefit, it's just like what will people get out of this data? But I think having that conversation 
and setting that expectation at the beginning of the contract, before the contract is signed, even if it is 
not, it doesn't end up being memorialized, is just really helpful. 

Keith Porcaro (19:09): 

And in these contracts, if they were specific about, this was what this agreement is for, this is the 
purpose of it, all other uses of this agreement or all of their uses that are not explicitly contemplated 
here, like you need to come back to us and get approval or on and on and on. But thinking about that 
contract is not just this thing at the beginning that you signed and then get out of the way, but it is 
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setting the tone for a process and a relationship that's going to last, as long as the data sharing lasts is 
something that I think just isn't, it's not done enough, and in data sharing what really matters is what 
happens after the contract is signed. But what is really important is the process of imagining ways that 
data could be used and imagining this future relationship that you have between you and the other 
person who's entering into this agreement. And it is that process that's really going to define your 
agreement more than whatever is on the contract. 

Ines Nnoko (20:14): 

Keith gave us a lot to think about when it comes to learning for all these potential secondary users at the 
opening stages of an agreement negotiation. We will hear more from Keith and from our other guests 
when we come back. 

Libba Rollins (20:36): 

Dear listeners, please submit your questions and comments at fishingfordatapodcast@gmail.com by 
June 15th. We look forward to reading your thoughts, stick around, we will be right back. 

Kyle Medlin (20:53): 

And we are back. Keith's comments really drive home the importance of EM providers and their 
customers having intentional thoughtful conversations during the contractual agreement stage. I mean, 
this goes for anyone in the fisheries space that's entering into a data sharing agreement together. 

Ines Nnoko (21:07): 

The nature of secondary uses makes them hard to predict, right? You can't always know what else you 
can do with data until after the fact. When we think about beneficial secondary uses of EM data, they 
have arrived on the scene after EM program implementation and weren't things people were 
necessarily thinking about beforehand. 

Libba Rollins (21:29): 

In these early stages of setting up data agreements, there is a lot of focus on what not to do with the 
data. Here is more from our interview with Keith. 

Keith Porcaro (21:38): 

What I expect is that the first stage of new data agreements is going to have blanket bands, like don't 
use this for secondary purposes you can only use this for the purposes that are articulated in this 
agreement, and that's it. And then, I think as the industry gets a better understanding or move from the 
hypothetical, like this is what we could use all of this data for, to actual services and business models of 
using this data and selling services for image recognition and for supply chain monitoring and for catch 
analytics and on and on and on, then you'll start to see some of those services carved out. Where you 
might see an EM provider say, "Okay, we will store your data and for an additional 10 bucks a month, 
we'll give you this other analysis service. And you can turn it on or turn it off, it doesn't matter, but 
we're going to sell it directly to you." 

Keith Porcaro (22:31): 
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But while we are still in that transition phase, we're collecting all this data, it's still new and ideas about 
how we could do it are still, they're more in prototype than in production, it's going to be hard for 
people to predict what the really exciting, good, or scary, risky uses are actually going to be. 

Ines Nnoko (22:55): 

For me, the conversation with Keith really highlights that developing potential for the official secondary 
uses of ER data, or really any fisheries data for fishermen really requires thoughtful, creative 
conversations that sets the terms of the relationship. 

Libba Rollins (23:16): 

Totally. And the opportunity to have these sorts of conversations between providers and fishermen is 
slated to increase in the coming years. Here's Melissa, again, about some changes coming to New 
England. 

Melissa Sanderson (23:26): 

So as the program manager, essentially for the last five years of pilot programs, we have worked with a 
couple of different EM service providers. Going forward for this year, the contracts are no longer 
between the Fishermen's Alliance and the service provider, they are now between each individual sector 
and the service provider. So, the catch share program in New England Groundfish is unique in the 
country, in that the allocation gets given to essentially a cooperative instead of to the individual official. 
And those cooperatives are called sectors. And so, for every fisherman that wants to be part of EM, they 
have to make sure that their sector manager has a contract in place with an EM service provider. 

Ines Nnoko (24:17): 

Looks like there is a lot of opportunities in the new future for having these sorts of data sharing 
agreements, conversations. Here is more from our interview with Keith. 

Libba Rollins (24:28): 

So, if you were a fisherman, what would you want to know about an EM tech company and their data 
usage policies before you provide them with your data? 

Keith Porcaro (24:36): 

I would want to know two or three things. I would want to know what their policies are for sharing data 
like this. And I don't just mean, will you give it to the government if I ask? But if this is a thing that I am 
going to have to do once in a while, is the process not going to make me want to tear my hair out? The 
second is I want to know what their other businesses are. And related to that, the second, closely 
coupled to the third thing is, I want to have a sense of what the terms on their analysis of the data, of 
my data that is sitting in there on their servers is. And if they have got to get permission or if they're just 
going to plan on doing whatever they like with my data. 

Keith Porcaro (25:28): 

And I think knowing that from a perspective of what are the other business offerings that they have, will 
be important because that is a real look at what their priorities are. The last thing, and I guess that is, 
maybe this is the one that I forgot, but maybe the most important is, I would want to know what exit 
looks like. I would want to know that if I decided that I did not want to deal with them anymore, and I 
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wanted to go to a new provider, how expensive is it for me from a time and money perspective to do 
that. Is my relationship with them, even if I stay for a year, is it really going to be a five- or six-year 
relationship because there is no way to move the video data off their servers? In law, the ability to exit a 
relationship is often a really good indication of who has power. If you can't leave, the answer is probably 
not you. 

Kyle Medlin (26:22): 

Throughout this larger episode, we have talked about two sorts of paradigms, one being a fishermen 
centric kind of design and the other being more surveillance-oriented design. In order to both arrive at 
and participate in the more fishermen and centric design; it seems that fishermen need to be prepared 
for some things. And we asked Keith what it takes for fishermen to be prepared for that new paradigm. 

Keith Porcaro (26:45): 

I think the easy answer is, well, fishermen should learn about this new paradigm that is coming and they 
should train themselves to be more informed consumers of EM licensing agreements and things like 
that. I think that is wrong and the reason I think that is wrong is it might not have the same impact as 
organizing. I think that really what, especially small boat fishermen, their ability to change the terms of 
engagement with these vendors that are being mandated by law enforcement or pseudo regulators, is 
going to be somewhat minimal on their own. And so, I think that in order to really influence the 
discussion, they need to organize and make sure that the collectives that they have already organized 
are able to ascertain their rights. And that doesn't mean there's no education, sure, just like anything 
else learning the new rules of the game so that you can protect yourself is really important. 

Keith Porcaro (27:59): 

But I think that it is an unfair time mask to say, in order for you to have a set unit to learn about this 
whole thing, you need to learn about AI and image recognition and data contracts, especially because 
the effects of this paradigm shift are going to affect everyone. They are going to spread far beyond 
people who are negotiating individual agreements. If somebody makes an image recognition system, 
that is really good and it's developed from EM data, it won't matter whether you signed the contract or 
not, your competitors will be using it, you'll be using it. It will just be a thing. And so, without that 
collective organizing and without that collective negotiating power, I think it's going to be really difficult 
for individual fishermen to get a toehold and to ensure that the norms that are being set industry-wide 
are beneficial to them and not harmful. 

Libba Rollins (29:12): 

That is actually super relevant given the recent NOAA draft guidance that has come out. I mean, in so 
many of your comments, it is not really just a matter of law and compliance, it's a matter of, as you 
express there, norms, market forces, real options that people have and collective power. 

Keith Porcaro (29:29): 

In governance, in multi-stakeholder governance, there are two pieces that are interesting, and they are 
a little bit intentional. One is this idea of fairness in a governance process is that what they get out of 
this process is going to be proportional to the time and energy they put into it. And then the other piece 
of that is when you are thinking about who ought to be involved in a multi-stakeholder process, the 
question is usually based on influence, does this process influence this person? If so, we should probably 
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involve them because it is going to change their life a bit, or does this person influence this process? And 
those two things make a lot of sense. 

Keith Porcaro (30:07): 

But when you think about something like data and digital tools where they have the possibility of 
affecting people and delivering value to people but also risk to a group of people, even if those people 
have never heard of the governance process or didn't invest any time in it, the proportionality bit all go 
out the window and this idea of who we need to involve and who needs to have a seat at the table just 
expands in a way that is, I think difficult for us to really reckon with. And so, I think from a practical 
perspective, the argument might be like, you fishermen need to have a seat at the table in this process 
and the best way to do that is through collective action. 

Libba Rollins (31:05): 

So, it sounds like even apart from fisheries management, there are a bunch of secondary uses of this 
data that can actually be beneficial for fishermen, from marketing to traceability, to creating better 
stock assessments, to even improving the relationship between regulators and the industry. But as Keith 
points out, the easiest way to maximize EM’s benefit is for fishermen to be involved in these discussions 
early on and think proactively not only about whether they'll use EM on their boats, but how. 

Ines Nnoko (31:35): 

To our listeners, be sure to tune in this Friday, June 11th, for our final episode in these series where we 
will be discussing the future of EM and the smart boat of tomorrow. 

Kyle Medlin (31:49): 

In the meantime, thanks to all our guests for joining this conversation. Listeners, if you have any 
thoughts or questions, as always, please drop us a line, so to speak, at 
fishingfordatapodcast@gmail.com. And be sure to get those in by June 15th, if you would like us to 
cover them at our live Q&A. We look forward to hearing from you. And thanks again for listening. 
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